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The concept of Directivity Index with Beamwidth Control (DIBC) leads to a practical method for the optimization of element excitations to control the tradeoff between beamwidth and sidelobe level in a discrete array of arbitrary configuration. This optimization procedure depends on the design frequency, specified element positions, individual element field patterns, and ambient noise field. Each of these factors can be specified in a completely general manner. In addition, the optimization procedure can be adapted to computers of modest memory size by using subarrays of the full array. Examples are included to show the versatility of this approach to the optimization problem, as well ~s its limitations. One of these examples is a lOS-element cylindrical array. ' PACS numbers: 43.60. Gk, 43.30.Vh, 43.28 1, e e 1n1 Ion 0 op Imaity must reflect directly on the primary design goals
The concept of DIBC has been defined and used earlier f~r the array. It is pointless t~ optimize t~e Directiby Butler and Unz .1, 2 In these papers, DIBC is called vlty Index (DI) and then complaIn that the side lobes are beam efficiency and is defined by them only for line t~o hig?,. ~cause t~e de.sign go~ of low sidelobes ~nd arrays. This article is new in three regards. First, t e def1n1t1on of optlmality (max1mum DI) are not dlwe apply the concept of DIBC to arbitrary spatial arrectly related.
rays and, thereby demonstrate its usefulness in very
This article defines and uses exclusively the congeneral situations. Second, we exhibit viable numerical cept of Directivity Index with Beamwidth Control procedures and techniques for overcoming a variety of (DiOC). Several advantages, as well as difficulties, mathematical difficulties inherent in the concept of inherent in this definition are discussed. The primary maximizing DIBC. Third, the above-mentioned method difficulty in this definition is the requirement of large of optimizing DIBC for general spatial arrays of any computer memories for large arrays. A technique number of elements, while using only small amounts employing subarrays of the full array in a systematic of core storage (and no peripheral storage devices), manner is shown to overcome this problem. The same appears to be completely novel to this article. technique can be used to solve the following problem as 1S ar IC e; owever, a par 1CU ar Irec Ion (1) The wavelength, ~, of the design frequency is (9,.p) will be specified by the direction cosines given and fixed.
. '" ". '" . '" (1) cosa = sm", coS9, cos... = sm", sm9, cosy = cos'" .
(2) The number of elements, n, in the array is fixed Th t 1 f . Id tt t t d h . . . e mos genera 1e pa ern rea e ere IS and all the element POSItiOns (x_,y-,z.), k= 1,...,n are known and fixed. V(9,.p)= t a,.R_(9,.p)exp(~d_(9,.p)), (2) (3) Individual element field patterns at the design fre-.1 quency are completely known.
where R.(9,.p) is the phased (complex) response of the Z of the ratio (4a), and this proves our assertion. This is not to say, of course, that the maximum value of (4) and the maximum value of (4a) are equal, only {hat excitations that maximize the one also maximize the other.
Maximizing DI is a limiting case of maximizing DIBC. Y To see this, recall that for a specified direction (Bo, CPo)' DI is a maximum if the ratio DI= N(Bn,CPn)IV2(Bn,CPn)1 . With the use of these rou-!!!tV S tines, the solutions of the eigenproblems encountered is maximized, Any ratio of this form will be referred in the antenna problem seem to be numerically stable. to as a directivity index with beamwidth control. This is not to say that there may not be arrays that yield numerically unstable eigenproblems.
We point out that any excitations a" . . . , an that maximize the DIBC ratio (4) also maximize the ratio A final reason for maximizing DIBC is more esoteric. by the DIBC), it becomes a simple matter to examine elements in the array. Make any initial guess at the numerous different sets of excitations with the aim of optimal excitations. Define distinct subarr;tys of, say, improving some completely different design goal of 50 elements each. By working with the first of these the array" [See (19) e In Irec me . cular array may rive certain e ements at t elr maximum allowed levels while the remaining elements are
The rate of convergence of the group coordinate rehardly driven at all, so that the total output power of laxation method depends heavily on the size of the subthe array is too low for the application. This problem arrays used. The larger the subarrays, the faster the is common to all amplitude shaded arrays and can be convergence, and the more core storage required. examined after the optimum excitations are found.
Thus, core storage is traded off in a direct manner for Finally, this approach to array optimization ignores the convergence rate and, hence, for computation time. element interactions, so that it is possible for optimum
In addition, each step of the group coordinate relaxation excitations derived by this method (or by any other method produces new excitations that increase the method for that matter) to have undesirable character-DIBC, so that if the computations are interrupted for is tics in this regard. This possibility, as well as the any reason: (1) The last computed excitations are other two possibilities mentioned above, should be inbetter than any of the excitations previously computed vestigated after optimal excitations are found, and (2) by saving the last computed excitations, the computations can be resumed without significant loss.
D. Computer storage problem
If n. is the number of elements in a subarray used
The primary drawback to maximizing DISC is that by the group coordinate relaxation process, the total the number of computer storage locations required storage required (using the program in Streit3) is ap-(using the program in Streit3) is approximately proximately NT=6n2+16n+12000words, (6) NlI=6n~+8(n+n.)+12000words,
for the case of constant ambient noise field and omnifor the case of constant ambient noise field and omnidirectional elements. Since the total requirement will directional elements. Thus, memory requirements grow as the ambient noise field and/or element field grow as the square of the subarray size no matter how patterns require more storage to compute, it appears large the full array may be. By choosing the subarray that the direct computation of optimal excitations for size sufficiently small, the designer can maximize any array of 100 or more elements requires either DIBC for large arrays on computers of modest size. large main-frame computers or computers with virtual
The cost, however, is computer time. On the other memory. However, the storage requirements for hand, if the designer has a dedicated minicomputer of maximizing DIBC can be avoided. A technique known reasonable size, the cost of computer time is nil. as group coordinate relaxation" gives a method that can be tailored to the computer memory available. The technique is an excellent example of how to trade off I computer memory for computational speed. The more I. ELABORATION OF THE CONCEPT memory available, the faster the DIBC can be maxi-A. DIBC and the eigenproblem mized.
Let the vector a= (al,... ,a.)T be the vector of element Group coordinate relaxation, in the context of maxiexcitations for the field pattern V(O,t/» given by (2). mizing DIBC, is simply stated. Suppose there are 300 Then .,
-45-
where U is an n x n complex matrix. If U = (,/.,], with For the immediate purposes, the most important aTUa= If N(9,4»ly2(9,4»lsin4>d4>d9> 0, (10) part of this theorem is (17), It states that optimal excitations are precisely the components of any eigenwhenever the excitation vector a* 0 (and provided the vector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the mainlobe region, ~, is not a set of measure zero, a generalized eigenproblem Uz = }J.Wz, where U and ~V pathological condition that is not encountered in this are defined by (9) Now, ReU and Re Ware both real symmetric matrices,
and all the properties of Theorem 1 hold for the real generalized eigenproblem
Thus, for a given choice of~, S, and 8, we have difference is that now the eigenvectors have all real components. Therefore, if the excitations are required DIBC=aTUa/jjTWa, (13) to be real, the optimal real excitations are precisely
the components of any eigenvector corresponding to "the WhlCh IS a ratio of posltive dehmte Hermltian forms. 
The mathematical tools for handling ratios of the. where U and Ware the matrices defined by (9) and (12). form (13) have been known for at least a century.
I th . d f th O t ' 1 n e remain er 0 lS ar lC e, we concern ourWe have the following general mathematical result.
E th ' th t se ves on y Wl P ase exclta 10ns. very mg a Theorem 1: If U and Ware n x n Hermitian matrices we do, however, can be recast for real excitations and W is positive definite, then the eigenvalues of the simply by using the real parts of the matrices involved. generalized eigenproblem Maximizing the DIBC ratio (4) is mathematically 0, if k* j tractable, but it is not practical. It requires the solu-
The vectors z I' . . . ,zn are called the eigenvectors of tion of an eigenproblem, which in turn requires the the eigenproblem (14). Also, we have evaluation of approximately n2 double integrals (9) and -T (12) over subsets of the unit sphere. Since it is essen-
tial that the mainlobe region, ~, and the sidelobe re-"0 z Wz gion, S, be quite general in nature (i.e., be defined to and this maximum is attained for every eigenvector suit the particular application, these double integrals corresponding to }J.I' and are in general impossible to evaluate explicitly and are 11" to be the totality of these points.
The Fuller points, ff" are uniquely oriented in Cartesian space once the vertices of the icosahedron are also difficult and time consuming to evaluate accurately defined. With some simple trigonometry, it can be by numerical methods. For these reasons, DIBC itself seen that the 12 vertices of an icosahedron inscribed is not optimized. What is optimized is a discrete verin a sphere of unit radius can be taken to be the 2 points sion (DIBCF) of DIBC that is not only numerically prac-(0,0, %1), together with the 10 points tical to use, but is also conceptually simple.
[
The discrete DIBC definition replaces the surface
integrals in ratio (4) by discrete sums over points cos 11 k+ 2 , chosen in:m and S. Since ~ and S are not known -RT . e e ge en 0 IS Icosa e ron IS o~e term to the dIscrete sum and all term~ enterIng 2SQRT(1-b2) '= 1.0515. wIth equal weIght. Ideally, then, these pOInts must show no directional bias and must be easy to compute.
How many points are there in ff,? By inspecting an Furthermore, it must be possible to choose these unfolded paper model of the icosahedron on which the points with any desired density on the sphere.
Fuller Those points chosen near the center of a face of the oris 4, 6, 8, 12, or 20, it is intuitively clear that stable iginal icosahedron will be less finely spaced when propoints for these charges are at the vertices of the five jected on the sphere than will those points that were regular Platonic bodies: the tetrahedron, the octachosen nearer an edge. This defect in ff, does not seem hedron, the cube, the icosahedron, and the dodecato be significant in this application. With the Fuller hedron, respectively. Unfortunately, these are the points defined, we state the following. N(9, tf»IV2(9, tf»I) tilted slightly to show off the configuration. (Thexaxis DIBCF= \ (e.o)E;;-,n91t"\V""", \V"""I, (23) is not shown, but is, of course, orthogonal to theyz ( L N(9, tf»IV2(9, tf»i) plane.) This regular figure has 12 vertices, 20 faces, (e.O)E:J,n(91tul> and 30 edges. Geodesic domes with (almost) any numis maximized. Any ratio of the form of (23) will be ber of faces are constructed from the icosahedron by referred to as a directivity index with beamwidth consutxlividing its equilateral triangular faces in a systrol over the Fuller poi!;lts, ff,. tematic manner.lo First, sutxlivide each face into congruent equilateral subtriangles, as shown in Fig. 3 ; Note that,. as? -~, we do not have ~IBCF-DIBC bei.e., for each positive integer p;;, 1, find P + 1 equicause the dis~nbutio~ at .the .Fuller pOInts does not apspaced points along each edge and pass lines through pro~~h the umf~rm dIstrIbutIon as p g~ts large. In each of these points parallel to the other two edges.
~dItIO~,. we pOInt out that for every p -1, we have the Next, take all the vertices of the equilateral subtriInequalItIes angles so generated and project them on the unit sphere. 0 ~ DIBCF ~ 1 By doing this for each face of the icosahedron fora ' fixed integer p;;, 1, we construct the vertices of a geoprovided only that the denominator sum in (23) is non- -: that every summand in the numerator of (23) Theorem 1 requires that the denominat:r matrix ~ of in the computation of S-I alone in (27). In terms of storage the DIBCF ratio be positive definite. Normally, the required, comput~tion time, and numerical accuracy, the sampling criterion will effect this automatically.
use of (29) and (30) is preferable to the use of (27).
The routine in Martin and Wilkinson" was adapted to the Hermitian case, using routines in Ref. (27) Statistical Libraries, Incorporated.) Finally, it is In other words the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of pointed out that the routine PENCLH computes all the (27) are preCiS'elY the same as those of (24). There are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (24), and not merely two difficulties in using (27) for numerical computation.
the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector(s).
First, it requires the inverse of the matrix S, whose only special structure is that it is positive definite D. ~umerical solution of the eigenproblem: and Hermitian. In general, numerical computation of Indirect method the inverse of matrices should be avoided if possible.
As discussed in the section on the computer storage Second, (27) is not a Hermitian eigenproblem; i.e., problem, the drawback to the direct method is exces-S-I?-1 is not necessarily Hermitian even though Sand M sive computer storage for large arrays. The group are both Hermitian. This means that the eigenvalues coordinate relaxation (or indirect) method overcomes and eigenvectors of (27) must be computed by a routine this drawback, but at the cost of computer time and the designed for a general complex matrix, and this means loss of ability to compute the lower order eigenvalues! that the eigenvalues can (and do) turn out to be complex eigenvectors. The group coordinate relaxation method numbers because of numerical roundoff. Since Theorem is detailed by Faddeev and Faddeeva" for the real sym-1 requires that all the eigenvalues be strictly real metric eigenproblem Ax = jJ.X. This method can be exnumbers, there is numerical error in using (27) caused tended easily to the Hermitian eigenproblem by destruction of the natural Hermitian symmetry in M = fJS (31) (24). For these reasons, it is desirable to solve the z z. eigenproblem (24) directly.
Although the method can be extended to arbitrary Her-p mitian matrices .\1 and S, with S positive definite, it that (35) is a ratio of Hermitian forms in the parais important here to retain the structure of .\1 and S meters co, c" . . . ,cr. Therefore, by Theorem I, the as given by (25) and (26). The reason is that the Hersolution of (35) for the optimal element excitation vector is required. the starting vector, with some highly unlikely excepThevectora(O) should not contain all zero entries, but it tions. These exceptions are easy to state. If any of is completely arbitrary otherwise. Second, it must be the computed vectors {a(O)' a(l), a(2)'. . .} is precisely decided in some manner to work with subarrays of the an eigenvector of (24) that corresponds to an eigenfull array of size r" 1. It will be shown that choosing value which is not the largest eigenvalue of the equato work with subarrays of size r will mean that generaltion, the group coordinate relaxation method will not ized eigenproblems of size r+ 1 will have to be solved, move from this eigenvector. Numerical roundoff error so computer storage plays an important role in the probably will prevent this in practice. For further dischoice of r. Another important consideration is comcuss ion and for a convergence theorem whose proof putation time. In general, the larger r is taken to be, can be extended to the present situation, see Faddeev the faster optimum excitations of the full array can be and Faddeeva.8 For possible applications of these computed. mathematical methods to other problems, see Lee.11
The group coordinate relaxation algorithm is most An important feature is that the last computed vector, easily described by exhibiting the first two steps of the aft), gives a larger DIBCF than the previous vector, algorithm. From these steps it is easy to see the genalt-'). This is easy to see by observing the ratios (35) eralprocedure.
In the first step, we seek to and (38).
m ' m . ~ (35) Another very useful observation is that thecalgorithm ax1 1ze -T S ' . -eoo X X requ1res knowledge only of al.) to compute a(t.I)' This , . . means that if computation must be interrupted for any where Qo 1S the vector space o~ d1m~nsl0n r+ 1 whose reason, it is necessary to store only the last computed general element, x, can be wr1tten m the form vector in order to restart computations. It is now easy to see how to solve the problem menfor some complex constants CO,Cl"" ,cr' It is shown tioned in the introduction, namely, how to excite .
(drive) new elements being added to an existing array z without changing the excitations of any of the original array elements.
Let N s be the number of elements in the existing array, and let N A be the number of elements to be added to this array. Now, number the n Y RINGS OF =N s+ N A elements in the full array so that the new ele- (35) Thus, the entries of G and B are computable from the rings along the x axis (see Fig. 4 ). The exact positions Hermitian forms of M and S, respectively. Let V 0(9,1/» (and element numbers) are given in Table I, Table I. nature of the lower order eigenvalues/eigenvectors.
Suppose we have a line ar;ay of 15 elements that lies along the y axis (see Fig. 1 ) with equal spacings of 0.5 patterns have sharp jumps, due to their assumed hemiwavelength, where the wavelength x = 1. The units of spherical shape. (These field patterns were computed length are irrelevant. Thus, if the first element lies by the program described by Lee and Leibiger.'2) Also, at the origin with coordinates (0.,0.,0.), the 15th elewe point out that the geometry of the array and of the ment has the coordinates (0.,7., 0.). It is well known mainlobe region, :JR, implies that the optimum field that any line array has a field pattern with cylindrical pattern be symmetric about endfire in the horizontal symmetry about the array axis. Therefore, we define plane. That is, in Fig. 6 , the field pattern should be $ to be the set of all directions that lie within 8° of a symmetric about 0°. The fact that it is not is due ennormal to the y' axis, and we define S to be the collectirely to ending the computations after the fifth iteration of all other directions. Hence, :JR is a 16° wide tion. Further iterations, presumably, would yield inannulus and both ;J1t and S are cylindrically symmetric. creasingly symmetric horizontal field patterns.
The ambient noise field is assumed to be flat, and the This method creates a steadily increasing sequence individual ele~en~s are assumed t~ be omnidirectional. of estimates for the largest eigenvalue. Since there Finally, considering the construction of the Fuller were five iterations, there were five estimates and points, fJ" we choose p = 24.
these are given in Table III. Based on this table and The above data completely define the DIBCF array on the field patterns of Figs. 5 and 6, it would seem problem. In Streit,3 a listing of the entire computer that additional iterations of the algorithm would be only program required for exactly this example is given. marginally worthwhile. In other words, to all intents
The results of the execution are given in Table IV . and purposes, the array excitations have been optiComputation time on the Univac 1108 (under EXEC 8) mized successfully. was about 41 s. The field pattern in the xy plane is given in Fig. 7 . .. directions whose projection on the xz plane lIes wIthin What about the lower order eigenvalues? The first ,,80 of the z axis. Specifically, the direction corresfour eigenvalues!eigenvectors are listed in Table V. ponding to direction cosines (a,13, Y) lies in ~ only if (Note that the eigenvector of 1'", in Table V is the same I a!(a2+ y2)'/2j.; sin8°. In other words, ~ consists of as DIBCF in Table IV, but is normalized differently.) all directions contained between the two planes interAlso, the corresponding field patterns are given in secting the yz plane at the angles of + 80 and -80. The  Figs. 8-11 .
We remark only that the field pattern for side lobe region, 8, consists of all remaining directions, the largest eigenvalue 1'", has no nulls in the mainlobe so there is no ignored region, S. Optimal excitations for several choices of p are given in Table VI . The field patterns forp=24 andP=16 are given in Fig. 12 . Table VI also shows the effects of oversampling. points (;, Note that the optimal excitations for p" 24 are all similar, but they do not seem to be converging to an optimal set. This is probably due to the buildup of numeriWe consider a line array of 25 elements that lies cal roundoff error in the required sums [i.e., (25) and along the.v axis with equal spacings of 0.5 wavelength, (26) I, but it could also be that p must be chosen even where the wavelength A = 1. Thus, the coordinates of larger than 40 before the optimal excitations give the the first and last elements are (0.,0.,0.) and (0.,12.,0.), appearance of convergence. In any event, the imporrespectively. We select the mainlobe region, :Ill, to be tance of sampling sufficiently finely is clear, but evithe set of all directions that lie within 5° of a normal to dently oversampling wastes time and increases the the v axis, and we define 8 to be the set of all other numerical roundoff error in the computed optimal exdir~ctions. There is no ignored region, g. met .
df Table VII shows the number of iterations require or It is clear from the definition of the indirect, or various choices of subarray size, n., and stopping crigroup coordinate relaxation method, that the size of terion, EPSI, defined by the subarrays used and the stopping criteria for the 
